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Fact Sheet: TUI BLUE Montafon, Austria 

Opening 24 July 2020 

Category 4 stars 

Target group “For All“: couples, groups and solo travellers 

Rooms 149 

Beds 298 

F&B As in all TUI Blue hotels, The Restaurant offers the guests a 

varied buffet featuring regional and seasonal cuisine. At TUI 

BLUE Montafon, this includes authentic local specialities and 

Austrian delights, but also vegetarian and vegan creations and 

low-carb dishes. The hotel relies on local suppliers with high-

quality organic products. 

The Bar offers the guests a wide range of national and 

international beverages and cocktails. During daytime, it offers 

coffee and snacks. 

Sports 

programme 

The comprehensive BLUEf!t fitness and relaxation programme is 

a key element of the guest experience at TUI Blue hotels. 

Whether personal or group training, outdoor activities or modern 

training premises - BLUEf!t is an ideal training programme to 

further every holidaymaker’s sense of well-being. 

The TUI BLUE Montafon has a 100m² fitness room with modern 

training equipment as well as a group fitness room. The sports 

programme includes fascia training, yoga, TRX or bodyweight 

training.  

The hotel offers its guests guided hiking tours. Mountain bikes 

can be rented in summer (external partner). Opposite the hotel is 

the Aktivpark Montafon with an artificial ice rink for ice skating, 

curling, ice disco in winter, tennis and adventure park for children. 

Right next door is also the "Alpenbad Montafon" with two beach 

volleyball courts.  
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The surrounding ski areas Silvretta Montafon and Golm are 

perfect for winter sports enthusiasts. 

Pool TUI BLUE Montafon is situated right next to the Alpenbad 

Montafon, the largest outdoor adventure pool in the region. 

Spa TUI BLUE Montafon offers various saunas, including a Finnish or 

an infrared sauna. There is also a relaxation area facing the 

mountain panorama. Guests can book massages for a fee. 

Meeting rooms 2 seminar rooms with 50 m² each (can be combined), capacity for 

up to 50 people per room 

Location TUI BLUE Montafon is located on the outskirts of Tschagguns in 

Montafon near the ski areas of Silvretta Montafon and Golm. The 

train station and the centre of Schruns with shops, cafés and 

restaurants is only one kilometre away. 

Surroundings The cable cars Zamangbahn and Hochjochbahn take 

holidaymakers from the neighboring community of Schruns to 

the ski slopes and to numerous hiking trails of Montafon. The 

valley stations of the lifts can be reached by ski bus or car in just 

a few minutes from the hotel TUI BLUE Montafon.  

 

Further information as well as photos are available at www.tui-group.com 

 
 

 

About TUI Blue 

TUI Blue offers lifestyle- and experience-oriented holidaymakers a hotel product tailored to their 

individual needs and preferences, for adults aged 16+, families or holidaymakers interested in local culture 

and authentic experiences. The hallmarks of the hotels are the Blue Guides, acting as competent local 

contacts, and the comprehensive BLUEf!t fitness and relaxation programme as well as the modern design. 

With the Blue App, holidaymakers have access to a digital service assistant available before, during and 

after the trip to design their individual holiday. The culinary offer at TUI Blue hotels features local cuisine 

with international influences, providing high-quality food and catering for all dietary needs or nutrition 

plans. The hotel experience is rounded off by wide range of daytime and evening experiences for the 

relevant target group. With its global flagship brand TUI Blue, TUI Group is driving growth in the hotel 

segment further ahead.  


